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FIA is an automated method in which a sample is injected into a 
continuous flow of a carrier solution that mixes with other 
continuously flowing solutions before reaching a detector

Precision is dramatically increased when FIA is used instead of 
manual injections and as a result very specific FIA systems have 
been developed for a wide array of analytical techniques.

 Flow Injection evolved into Sequential Injection and Bead 
Injection which are novel techniques based on computer 
controlled programmable flow.

 Flow injection methods were first developed by Ruzicka & 
Hansen in Denmark in the mid 1970.

 Flow injection methods are an outgrowth of segmented flow 
procedures which widely used in clinical laboratories for 
determination of variety of species in biological fluids for 
medical & diagnostic purposes.



A typical definition describes FIA as:

· “A simple and versatile analytical technology for 
automating wet chemical analysis, based on the physical 
and chemical manipulation of a dispersed sample zone 
formed from the injection of the sample into a flowing 

carrier stream and detection downstream”.







 FIA techniques fall into four categories:

 Flow Injection (FI),

 Sequential Injection (SI), 

 Bead Injection (BI),  

 Sequential Injection Chromatography (SIC). 



 FI is based in sample injection into a unidirectional flowing carrier 

stream to which reagents are added. So, the concentration gradient 

is formed by dispersion of the sample zone alone,  signal reflects 

the gradient of the sample zone, as it passes through the detector.

 SI and BI are based on sequential injection of sample and reagents, 

into carrier stream, followed by flow reversal that promotes mutual 

dispersion of injected zones. The flow of the carrier stream is 

programmed, to optimize the assay protocol.

 While SI is designed to process liquids, BI uses suspensions of 

suitable materials in bead form to assemble columns with solid 

reagents or suitable ligands. SIC(sequential injection 

chromatography)  is emerging chromatographic technique that uses 

programmable flow to separate components, based on difference in 

migration velocities, on short columns. 



(1) Conti. mixing methods:- sample is injected in to the  system, mixing 

it with carrier or reagent, measure the plug flow as it passes 

through a suitable detector and either sending to the waste or 

recirculating it.

(2) Stopped flow conti. mixing methods:- the flow is stopped at various 

stages during the process in order to prevent air from entering the 

system between the system aspiration & reagent washing. Flow is 

stopped in between these two operations.

(3) Continuous flow titrations:- large dispersion technique, here  mixing 

chambers are used instead of mixing coils to promote large 

dispersion. The sample is mixed with the reagent containing 

indicator and then the color is detected. 



 Segmented flow analysis is characterized by the use of one or 

several liquid streams where the samples are introduced by 

sequential aspiration and are separated by means of air bubbles so, 

the final liquid stream is segmented into small discrete liquid by 

bubbles of air .

 Air-segmented flow analysis (SFA) is a method that automates a 

large number of  chemical analyses.

 SFA was first applied to analysis of sodium and potassium in human 

serum, with a flame photometer as the detection device, by 

removing protein interferences with a selectively porous membrane 

(dialyzer).



Principles of Operation.

 A sample (analyte) is injected into a carrier solution which 
mixes through radial and convection diffusion with a reagent 
for a period of time. 

 Before the sample passes through a detector to waste, a 
peristaltic pump is the most commonly used pump in FIA 
instruments.

 New variants of FIA technique use computer controlled 
syringe pumps that generate discontinuous flow .

 Decrease of sample and reagent consumption and waste 
generation.



Inject the liquid sample in to moving conti.

carrier stream of a suitable liquid.

Injected sample forms a zone. 

 Then zone is transported toward detector conti. & record the 
changes in absorbance, electrode potential or other physical 
parameter resulting from the passage of the sample material 
through the flow cell.   





First is sampling, where the sample is measured out and injected into the 

flowing carrier stream (thus, the name Flow Injection Analysis). This step is 

generally performed with a sample injection valve.

Sample processing

Second stage is sample processing. The purpose of this step is to transform 

the analyte into a species that can be measured by the detector and manipulate 

its concentration into a range that is compatible with the detector, using one or 

more of the indicated processes.
Detection

The third stage is detection where the analyte, or a derivative of it, generates a 

signal peak that is used to quantify the compound being determined. As 

indicated, a large variety of detectors can be used in FIA. The power of FIA as 

an analytical tool lies in its ability to combine these analytical functions in a 

wide variety of different ways to create a broad range of different

methodologies, and perform these methodologies rapidly and automatically with 

minute (μL)amounts of sample. The first and last stages are, largely, 

conventional technology.





•one involving the simultaneous physical process of

zone dispersion and 

•the second involving the chemical process resulting from reaction 

between sample and reagent species. A difference in the 

concentration gradient is thus generated.

Immediately after injection with a sampling valve, sample zone 

(plug) concentration profile is

rectangular shown in figure

A FIA peak occurs due to two processes : 



As it moves through the tubing, band broadening or dispersion    
takes place. The shape of the resulting zone is determined by 
two phenomena. 

The first is convection arising from laminar flow in which the 
centre of the fluid moves more rapidly than the liquid 
adjacent to the walls,

thus creating the parabolic shaped front and the skewes zone 
profile had shown in figure

Broadening also occurs as a consequence of diffusion.

Two types of diffusion can, in principle, occur:

1. Radial, or Perpendicular to the flow direction

2. Longitudinal or parallel to the flow.



The extent of dispersion of dilution is measured in terms 
of dispersion coefficient (D). D is the ratio of the 
concentration of the sample before and after the 
dispersion process takes place.

Dispersion coefficient (D) is defined by the equation
D = C0/C
Where C0 = concentration in injection volume,
C =peak concentration at detector

When a FIA cell is to be fabricated one must know to 
what extent the original solution is diluted while 
flowing through to the detector and time between the 
sample injection point and read out point. Hence 
dispersion coefficient (D) is used to decide these 
dimensions.



D affected by

•· Sample volume

•· Tube length

•· Flow rate

•· Tube id

Three types of sample dispersion

1. Limited dispersion if D=1 to 3,

2. Medium dispersion if D=3 to 10,

3. Large dispersion if D>10

•Out of three limited dispersion is preferred

•Four stages of dispersion process:

injection, dispersion, detection, washout













INSTURMENTATION



Injection valve,(sample injector)
peristaltic pump,
Coiled reactor,
Tubing manifold
Detector
Auto sampler

Additional components may include a flow through heater to 
increase the speed of chemical reactions, columns for sample 
reduction, de bubblers, and filters for particulate removal.

Instrumentation of FIA













Sample Volume
Increase injection of sample volume increase the peak height until to the steady state 

is reached. In single stream system peak height is increase linearly with the injected 

sample volume.

The steady state depends on volume geometry & flow rate between injection and flow 

cell. 

For conventional FIA system this value is around 50µL & for the micro system its as 

low as 5µL. 



Sample Volume & peak Height

•Volume of sample solution injected in to 

conventional FI system is 

accomplished  by manually changing 

the volume of  sample loop.

•Selection of sensitivity & detection limit 

of detector.

•Identification of linear range of detector.

•Automated dilution of sample material. 



Channel Length

Increasing length of channel 
decreases peak height while peak 
shape undergoes a change from 
symmetrical shape.
At the same time the resident 
time of the peak maximum 
increases with the distance 
travelled and the peak broadens.
This is the principal limitation of 
FI based on constant flow rate 
limits the incubation time for 
chemical reaction to about 20 
seconds, with total length of 
conduit of 250cm and combined 
flow rate around 3mL/min.



Residence Time

At continuous flow the 
time interval available 
for chemical reaction to 
take place is defined by 
linear flow velocity and 
is limited by length of 
conduit between point 
of injection and 
detector.

Stop flow allows longer 
reaction time with 
penalty of dilution, thus 
yielding higher 
sensitivity.
It saves reagent and 
generates less waste 
than continuous 
pumping.

All chemical reactions are time dependent.

In this format reaction equilibrium is not necessarily achieved.



INSTRUMENTATION 

AND 

WORKING



• The modern Flow Injection Analysis system usually consists 
of:

• · An injection valve,
• · A high quality multi channel peristaltic pump,
• · A coiled reactor,
• · A tubing manifold
• · A detector
• · An auto sampler
Additional components may include a flow through heater to 

increase the speed of chemical reactions, columns for sample 
reduction, de bubblers, and filters for particulate removal.



Sample Introduction

Injection valve

Important features of valves suitable for FIA:

· High precision,

· Fast switching,

· Pressure limits of about 100 psi,

· Ability to inject sample volumes from a few micro 
litres to several hundred micro litres,

and in some cases fractions of a micro litre.



PUMPS

(I) Variable speed peristaltic pump

(ii) Flow rate (0.0005 to 40 ml/min) controlled by pump 
speed and tube id

(iii) The pump is used to propel one or more streams 
through the Detector via narrow bore (0.5 -0.8 mm ID)
tubing. These streams may be reagents, solvents, or 
some other medium such as a buffer. This design leads to 
a flow that is relatively pulse free. The flow rate is 
controlled by speed of motor, speed is >30 rpm and the 
inside diameter of the tubing.







DETECTORS

•Detection is most frequently photometric 
(UV/VIS and more recently IR).

• In the field of life sciences, different 
luminescence techniques are gaining popularity. 

•Electrochemical techniques such as 
amperometry, and potentiometer, have gained 
new life by coupling them to flow-based sample 
handling techniques such as FIA. 

•Even AAS, ICP-MS and ICP-AES, and even GC 
have been coupled to FIA manifolds. 



Factors Affecting Calibration Standards in FIA

concentration in a sample is usually estimated from the peak 
heights, or less frequently peak areas, by using 
calibration curves prepared from standards.

If the refractive index of the sample slug is different 
from that of the carrier solution, then, because of the parabolic 
shape adopted during flow, the slug will act as a lens. 
This liquid lens can cause convergence or divergence of the light 
from the light source, This effect can 
be maximized, and has been used in the determination of re
fractive index (67). For most clinical chemistry analyses this 
effect is of little significance, being only a small fraction of the 
total absorbance, but for analysis of samples producing a low 
absorbance (e.g., <0.05), it may present a problem. 





REFINEMENTS TO 

BASIC FLOW INJECTION 

ANALYSIS







Separation In FIA



Separation in FIA is done by,

1. Dialysis

2. Liquid/liquid extraction, 

3. By gaseous diffusion



Dialysis is a simple process in which small solutes diffuse from a high

concentration solution to a low concentration solution across a semi

permeable membrane until equilibrium is reached

Since the porous membrane selectively allows smaller solutes to pass

while retaining larger species, dialysis can effectively be used as a

separation process based on size

Dialysis



Dialysis cont…

Dialysis is often used continuous-
flow methods to separate inorganic
ions, such as chloride or sodium or
small organic molecules, such as
glucose, from high-molecular-
weight species such as proteins.



extraction, is technique used to separate

analytes from interferences in the sample

matrix by partitioning the analytes

between two immiscible liquid.

Extraction



Extraction cont…



Extraction cont…







It is important that none of the
separation procedures in FIA methods
is ever complete. The lack of
completeness is of no consequence,
however, because unknowns and
standards are treated an identical way.



Segmented Flow Analysis



Air-segmented flow analysis (SFA) is a method that

automates a large number of wet chemical analyses. An SFA

analyzer can be thought of as a “conveyor belt” system for

wet chemical analysis, in which reagents are added in a

“production-line” manner.

SFA was first applied to analysis of sodium and potassium in

human serum, with a flame photometer as the detection

device, by removing protein interferences with a selectively

porous membrane (dialyzer).

Segmented Flow Analysis



Principle: A rudimentary system (Figure 4120:1)

contains four basic components:

a sampling device,

a liquid transport device such as a peristaltic pump,

the analytical cartridge where the chemistry takes

place

the detector to quantify the analyte.



Configurations of different FIA 

systems and of a gas-segmented system



Fig. a: Simple FIA system

sample (S)
reagent (R)
a pump (P) 
reaction coil (RC) 
detector(D)
waste (W)



Fig. b: Simple gas-segmented system.



Fig.c: Automated F1Asystem

A sample-withdrawal pump (WP) aspirates the sample from the
sample changer (T) Into the volumetric cavity of a motorized rotary
valve (RV).After a preset time, when the valve cavity has been charged
with sample, the valve is automatically rotated Into the inject position
(horizontal) and the sample is swept through the reaction coil by the
carrier solution (sample and reagent circuits may also be propelled by
a single peristaltic pump).



A withdrawal pump (WP) was used to charge a slider valve (SV), shown
in the fig c, with sample. When the valve moves downwards, the
sample is introduced into the carrier stream. PR is a pressurized
reagent reservoir.

Fig. d: Original automated system 



C is an inert carrier solution into which sample and reagent 
are injected.

Fid. E: Synchronous merging zone FIA 



donor stream (DS), 
recipient stream (RS),
dialysis membrane (M).

Fig. f: Dialysis manifold



aqueous phase (AP), 
organic phase (OP), segmentor 
device (seg), phase separator (sap).

Fig. g: FIA solvent-extraction system 



Fig. h: FIA system with a column (Col).



Fig. I: Configuration for automatic dilution of
serum samples in inert carrier (C) before they
mix with reagent stream (R).



Fig. J: FIA system with mixing chamber (Mix)



SFA FIA

 Start up time: 20 min
 Reagent stream: Gas-

segmented
 Reagent consumption: 

higher
 Manifold: Relatively 

complicated to allow 
for introduction and 
removal of air

 Internal dm: 2 mm

 20 sec
 Non segmented

 Slow

 Simple

 0.5 mm



SFA FIA

 Sample Introduction: 
aspiration

 Sample volume: 200 μL
 Sampling rate: 

Typically 60 (150)
 Sample mixing: 

Through turbulent flow 
generated by gas 
bubble and tube wall 
friction

 Injection

 50 μL
 150 or greater

 through control 
dispersion system



SFA FIA

 Lag phase: significant
 Steady state: Usually 

required
 Readout time: min
 Wash cycle : essential
 Reproducibility: Better 

than 1%
 Possibility of long 

Incubation times: 
suitable

 Negligible
 Not attained

 Sec
 Not required
 Better than 1%

 Not as suitable



SFA FIA

 Dialysis/solvent 
extraction: possible

 Titrimetry: Not 
possible 

 Continuous kinetic 
analysis:  Not possible 

 Shut down: Slow 
(several minutes)

 Data acquisition: 
Recorded peak height

 Possible

 Possible
 Possible with stopped 

flow
 Fast (10 s)

 Peak height/area or 
peak width



compared to the manual method,

reduced sample and reagent consumption,

 improved repeatability,

minimal operator contact with hazardous materials.

A typical SFA system can analyze 30 to 120 samples/h.

Reproducibility is enhanced by the precise timing and repeatability

of the system. Because of this, the chemical reactions do not need to

go to 100% completion.

The advantages of segmented flow



Decreasing the number of manual sample/solution

manipulations reduces labour costs,

improves workplace safety, and improves analytical

precision.

Complex chemistries using dangerous chemicals can be

carried out in sealed systems.

An SFA analyzer uses smaller volumes of reagents and

samples than manual methods,

producing less chemical waste needing disposal

The advantages of segmented flow cont…



Applications



Determination of Phosphate by FIA

Description of Method:

The FIA determination of phosphate is an adaptation of a

standard spectrophotometric analysis for phosphate. In

the presence of acid, phosphate reacts with molybdate to

form a yellow-coloured complex in which molybdenum is

present as Mo(VI).

H3PO4(aq) + 12H2MoO4(aq) = H3P(Mo12O40)(aq) + 12H2O(l)

In the presence of a reducing agent, such as ascorbic acid,

the yellow-coloured complex is reduced to a blue-

coloured complex of Mo(V).



 Procedure:

Prepare reagent solutions of 0.005 M ammonium

molybdate in 0.40 M HNO3, and 0.7% w/v ascorbic acid

in 1% v/v glycerine.

Using a stock solution of 100.0-ppm phosphate,

prepare a set of external standards with phosphate

concentrations of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 ppm. Use a

manifold similar to that shown in Figure with a 50-cm

mixing coil and a 50-cm reaction coil.

Set the flow rate to 0.5 ml/min. Prepare calibration

curve by injecting 50 mL of each standard, measuring the

absorbance at 650 nm. Samples are analyzed.

Determination of Phosphate by FIA   cont...



A schematic diagram of the flow manifold is shown in Figure 1.

The injector- commutator (I) is in the injection position.

In this position, the reagent (L1, 250 μL) and the sample or

reference solution (L2, 150 μL) were simultaneously injected and

propelled by carrier streams (5.0 × 10-3 mol L-1 acetate buffer

solution (pH 4.6)), merging at point X. Captopril oxidation by

Fe(III) occurs in reactor coil B1 (50 cm) producing Fe(II) ions that

meet the chromogenic reagent stream (1,10-phenanthroline) at

confluence point Y, with the subsequent chelation of Fe(II) by

1,10-phenanthroline in reactor coil B2 (70 cm).

This product is monitored spectrophotometrically as a stable

tris(1,10-phenanthroline)iron (II) complex at 540 nm.

Determination of captopril by FIA 



Determination of captopril by FIA   cont...



In this work, the development of the reaction occurs in two steps:

the first step is the oxidation of captopril by Fe(III) producing Fe(II)

ions.

In the second step Fe(II) is chelated by 1,10-phenantroline, and the

product is monitored spectrophotometrically as a stable Tris(1,10-

phenanthroline)iron (II) complex at 540 nm (Scheme 1).

Determination of captopril by FIA   cont...



Determination of captopril by FIA   cont...



FI method using spectrophotometric detection at 613 nm is

described for the determination of NZP. The batch method

was adopted as a basis to developed FIA method.

The method is based on oxidative coupling reaction of

reduced NZP with Promethazine hydrochloride in the

presence of sodium periodate to form a green solution.

The FI method has been successfully applied to the

determination of NZP in pharmaceutical tablets.

Determination of NITRAZEPAM by FIA 



Determination of  NITRAZEPAM by FIA   cont...



Determination of  MELOXICAM by FIA 

The methods were based on azo-coupling reaction of meloxicam

with sulphanilic acid in the presence of sodium nitrite in alkaline

medium after converted to primary aromatic amine.



Determination of  MELOXICAM by FIA   cont...



FIA assays with UV/VIS spectrophotometric detection







FIA assays with chemiluminescence detection










